I. INTRODUCTION been proposed [2] , [6] . More recently, metrics for assessing economic benefits of controllers were proposed and used to HIS paperismotivatedbyan observation that the lacksof illustrate the cost-benefit tradeoffs of various voltage 1nadequate information in support of power system controllers [3] [4] [5] . Although this paper does not concern a monitoring and operation is becoming an increasmngly critcal design of control logic itself, the work on this subject shows problem. In particular, not many online monitoring and that it is generally not sufficient to entirely rely on local voltage decision-making tools are available for predicting and control logic, no matter how advanced the control logic is. controlling voltage problems [1] . During abnormal conditions, Namely, the implementation of these adaptive controllers problems are two-fold: (a) for individual controller's logic requires information beyond local measurements. Typical design, there is a lack of adaptiveness over a broad range of information about the system needed is either the minimum operating conditions, which is partly due to the lack of eigenvalue of the system Jacobian [2, 4] , or the direct and information exchange among these controllers; and, (b) for quadrature axes components of the generator armature current system-wide operation, there is a lack of quasi-stationary [6] . Moreover, problem (b) which is the main subject of this voltage/reactive power monitoring when it gradually begns to paper requires development of a performance index (PI) experience voltage deviations outside normal ranges.
capable of detecting practical problems of interest. As such PI One major observation is that (a)and(b)areinterdependent, is defined, its evaluation and monitoring would generally require full state measurements.
Both problems (a) and (b) effectively lead to the same keyboundary barriers, it is most desired to minimize study these three questions. We propose a novel performance communication or decentralization as much as possible. index which lands itself better to decentralization without as the voltage/reactive power limits are reached at buses where The basic idea of this paper is to suggest that it would be voltage is directly controlled. For generators, when Q limit is possible to detect if at the early stages of major blackouts a reached, a P-V bus becomes a P-Q bus, and this increases the gradual voltage reduction occurs as loss of some of the voltage order of J by 1. controllers prior to the ultimate voltage collapse. If one could Independent of the root causes of these changes, it is have communication and control logic to make the remaining important to have an effective Performance Index (PI) controllers more adaptive to these conditions, ultimate dynamic indicating proximity to severe operating problems. While it is problems could often be avoided.
often difficult to relate real-life operating problems to the In this paper we show on a simple 7-bus and an IEEE mathematical models, it is generally accepted that the closer J is RTS-1996 73-bus system [10] what type of information would to becoming singular, the more severe the operating problem be needed to: (a) monitor the severity of the changing becomes. So the closeness of matrix J to singularity would be a conditions as the system load varies and/or voltage controllers possible PI indicating voltage problems under today's reach their control limits; and, (b) adjust other controllers so hierarchical control. that the critical performance index is improved.
There exists significant literature which uses the minimum The information question can be separated into three eigenvalue of J as the measure of the proximity to the questions. The first question concerns the choice of a singularity of J. This measure is re-assessed in our paper in quantifiable performance index reflecting qualitative changes light of information structure needed to detect the singularity. in system conditions. The second question concerns the In a typical multi control area power system, today's practice is information structure suitable for computing and monitoring for each control area (CA) to monitor its conditions in a the chosen performance index. The third question concerns the decentralized way. This raises a fundamental question about interdependence of the above two questions. In this paper we how well does the information about the minimum eigenvalue in each CA reflect the possibility of having singular Jacobian 1 Truly dynamic problems are unlikely to rely on control logic beyond local, in the interconnected system, i.e., the proximity of the system The methods described in this paper and elsewhere require information and as a whole to the voltage collapse type of problem. computation beyond what is doable before the system enters dynamic voltage collapse regime. The newly proposed PI defined in (2) [12] is a clustering algorithm that Fig. 4 shows the minimum eigenvalues of L0.1 0.3 5.0 decomposed sub-matrices using this information structure.
As we can see from Fig.4 , Fig. 5 In principle, the information structures and performance index introduced deopoe su-atie P P2 X33rmu in this paper can be applied without requiring the P-Q decoupling. However, some of the qualitative properties change significantly for the coupled P-Q model. We are currently pursuing research on this. representations of the minimum eigenvalues for corresponding method are balanced across the subsystems. The second step is matrices. As we can see from these results, the PI in area III to compute the minimum eigenvalues of the partitioned increases substantially as the load in area III increases to a sub-block matrices. For this particular example, when we near-collapse level. PIs in area I and II, however, do not show choose E = 4, the decomposed blocks are exactly the same as significant increase. This illustration demonstrates that the the administrative boundaries. In other words, there are three proposed PI with overlapping decomposition structure can disjointly partitioned blocks corresponding to the control areas provide an effective indication of the potential local voltage I, II and III, respectively.
problem.
As the value of 8 becomes larger and larger, the Using this information structure, for a voltage problem cause partitioning of the system becomes more and more by "local" load level increase, the local PI can effectively decentralized. It is worthwhile to understand how decentralized indicate this event. Upon receiving the over-threshold PI can the partitions be before the PIs lose their effectiveness. The locally, the affected area will activate a broadcast mechanism to authors have conducted a series of tests for 8 ranging from 0.5 communicate this alert to the overall system and control logic to 10 to investigate the effectiveness of partitioned Pls on both will be adjusted accordingly. This shows a major advantage of P and Q sub-matrices. For this small system, the next step of decentralized PIs: Unless something extremely unusual area-based decentralization is the bus-by-bus decentralization. happens, there will be very little information exchange between model is a generalized description of the dynamics in the VOLTAGE PROBLEMS interconnected power system. It is of very high order for a In order to understand the temporal and spatial typical control area or region. Because there is not much one interdependencies in large scale power system, it is necessary could do to formalize control design for dynamic systems to understand the basic models and assumptions underlying the characterized as DAE models, current control designs first operation during normal conditions. In [8] a structure-based simplify the DAE model to a set of nonlinear ordinary general model containing a set of coupled differential and differential equations (ODEs). One of the main assumption for algebraic equations (DAE) was presented to describe the this simplification is the nonsingularity of matrix J2, where current hierarchical control scheme. Without loss of generality, assumptions, the function f(x,y, yref,p, d) has the same forn analogous to the complex power flow solutions [7] . The sensitivity of the quasi-stationary power flow solution with respect to changes in system state is further defined as Jacobian matrix _ ap ap 1 J =-aQ Q (A. 6) ox OQ g0Q
where V is voltage magnitude whose voltage is not directly controlled (loads, in particular). 0 s are the phase angle of voltage at all but slack bus. There exists rich literature concerning the role and properties of Jacobian matrix J in relation to the possible potential quasi-stationary voltage problems [9] . This is the starting model for the analysis in this paper.
